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Weekly market watch  
 
As at Friday October 13, 2017 

Equities 

Region / Country  
 
Index 

 
Close 

 
Net Change 

Performance 
Year-to-date 52-week 

Asia-Pacific  
Hong Kong  HSI  28476.43 18.39 29.46% 23.64% 
India  BSE 30 32432.69 618.47 21.86% 17.33% 
Japan  Nikkei  21155.18 464.47 10.68% 26.12% 
Singapore  STI  3319.11 27.82 14.52% 18.31% 
South Korea  KOSPI  2473.62 79.15 22.07% 22.73% 
Taiwan  WSE 10724.09 191.28 15.89% 16.32% 
Shanghai     COMPOSITE 3390.52 41.58 4.37% 10.75% 
Europe 
France  CAC  5351.74 (8.16) 10.04% 21.49% 
Germany  DAX  12991.87 35.93 13.16% 24.75% 
Italy  FTSE MIB  22413.54 21.23 16.53% 37.77% 
Russia  RTSI  1155.12 21.37 0.48% 17.16% 
UK FTSE 100  7535.44 12.57 5.50% 7.99% 
Americas 
Brazil  IBOV  76989.79 935.07 27.83% 25.97% 
Mexico  IPC  49981.94 (321.02) 9.51% 4.69% 
Nasdaq  CCMP  6605.80 15.62 22.71% 26.71% 
US  S&P 500  2553.17 3.84 14.04% 19.72% 
US   DOW  22871.72 98.05 15.73% 26.37% 

 

Bonds 
  

Close 
Yield 

Week ago Month ago Year ago 
10 Year Gilt  1.3670 1.3630 1.1450 1.0240 
10 Year OAT 0.8170 0.7350 0.6850 0.3290 
10 Year Bund  0.4090 0.4590 0.4010   0.0380 
10 Year Japan  0.0640 0.0560 0.0340 -0.0560 
10 Year Treasuries  2.2800 2.3590 2.1880 1.7410 

 Base lending rates 
Prime Rates Latest  6 months ago  12 months ago  
US  4.25 4.00 3.50 
Canada  3.20 2.70 2.70 
Japan  1.48 1.48 1.48 
Britain  0.25 0.25 0.25 
ECB  0.00 0.00 0.00 
Switzerland  0.50 0.50 0.50 
Australia 1.50 1.50 1.50 
Hong Kong  5.25 5.25 5.25 

% change is for indication only; local currency except where stated. 
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Equity Markets 
US 

– U.S. markets edged up for another week, with the Nasdaq reaching a new all-time high following a third-successive 
weekly increase. The Dow Jones and S&P 500 recorded their fifth consecutive weekly advances, supported by the 
release of high consumer confidence data and a series of bank earnings, which buoyed sentiment. The Dow Jones 
increased 0.4% to 22,871.72. The Nasdaq was 0.2% higher to 6,605.80. The S&P 500 improved 0.2% to 2,553.17. 

– Several U.S. banks announced third quarter earnings figures on Thursday and Friday. J.P. Morgan beat analysts’ 
estimates with a 7.1% year-on-year increase in third quarter profit to $6.73 billion, with earnings per share of $1.76 
beating a projected $1.65. Citigroup reported earnings per share of $1.42 over expectations of $1.32. Both banks 
reported reduced revenues in their fixed-income divisions.   

– Qualcomm last week filed a patent lawsuit in China against Apple, an extraordinary tactic geared toward interrupting both 
the manufacture and sale of iPhones in the world’s largest market. At issue is a long-running dispute over intellectual 
property in which Qualcomm alleges Apple employs its proprietary innovations, which it says are governed by three 
patents. The patents include the use of touch-screen technology. Legal action in a Chinese court is an innovative 
mechanism for a U.S. company and will be keenly watched across corporate America. For China, a decision impacting 
Apple’s supply chain would theoretically offer a fillip to its ascendant smartphone manufacturers, but could also damage 
the country’s labor market, with thousands of jobs likely to go at Hon Hai Precision Industry. 

– General Motors announced Monday that it had acquired Strobe, a California-based firm specializing in driverless laser 
technology. The Strobe acquisition sees GM establishing an in-house unit for the production of lidar sensors, which 
enable the vehicle to autonomously determine an object’s distance and speed. A total of 11 Strobe employees will move 
to a GM subsidiary dedicated to autonomous driving, Cruise Automation. Previously GM said purchasing a lidar sensor 
from a supplier was prohibitively expensive. However, Strobe can produce the technology on a single memory chip, 
which would drive down production costs for successors to GM’s most innovative vehicle, the Bolt range of electric sedan 
cars, as competition continues to accumulate with rivals Renault-Nissan and Tesla. 

– Pfizer said Tuesday that it would review a potential sale of its $15 billion consumer health business. Of particular interest 
is speculation that Nestle, believed to be considering expansion from food into consumer health, could join companies 
such as Johnson & Johnson in a bidding process for the Pfizer unit.  

– Walmart shares jumped 9% over the previous week after the retail giant announced strong earnings and said total sales 
would increase 3% in 2018. Walmart said it expected online sales to grow 40% next year as it seeks to apply pressure 
on Amazon by taking advantage of its bricks-and-mortar network of stores. The company has only recently offered 
customers the option of picking up an online purchase in-store, which appeals to many customers for reasons of 
convenience and confidence in the product they are buying. The high growth of online sales is nonetheless trimming the 
number of superstores that Walmart plans to open in the future. Walmart will open 15 in 2019, 50% of the number it 
plans to open next year. 

– Facebook chief executive Mark Zuckerberg unveiled a new virtual reality headset Wednesday with plans to retail the 
product at just $200, a significant price drop from alternatives made by Google and Samsung. The Oculus Go headset 
will test consumer appetite for VR, which holds untold promise but remains an incipient technology with limited 
application in 2017. The product will not be sold until the first quarter of 2018, however, precluding additional revenue 
ahead of the Christmas holiday period. 

– Procter & Gamble shareholders voted at the company’s annual general meeting Tuesday to deny a board seat to activist 
investor Nelson Peltz. The Trian Partners hedge fund boss has advocated a more radical approach to reforming P&G 
than has been implemented to date by chief executive David Taylor. Peltz wants the firm to split into three standalone 
units, while management wants to proceed with its less-aggressive reorganization of the business. Management has won 
the dispute for now but Peltz is unlikely to retire his plans for a shake-up at the Cincinnati-based consumer goods firm. 
P&G shares were little changed over the previous week and closed at $93.04.

UK 

– The FTSE 100 advanced 0.17% to close the trading period at 7,535.44 as the pound weakened amid more concern over 
the viability of Brexit negotiations. The index remains within a reasonable band in terms of earnings but will be more 
responsive to political events in the coming months than other indexes on the Continent.   

– HSBC opted for continuity Thursday by promoting retail banking boss John Flint to chief executive, shrugging off 
pressure from some quarters to hire an outsider to run the London-based bank. Flint will assume the role from February 
2018, after the bank announces annual results.   
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– The UK’s largest debt collector, Cabot Credit Management, will launch a GBP1 billion flotation this week following a 
delay of around one month due to a staffing problem. The planned share sale was pushed back after a board member 
stepped down. Cabot is owned privately by U.S. debt collectors Encore Capital Group and J.C. Flowers & Co.    

– Uber filed an appeal with a London magistrate Friday in an attempt to overturn a looming ban on the ride-hailing app in 
one of its largest markets. The lodging of the appeal confirms that the company, and its approximately 40,000 London 
drivers, will be permitted to operate in the city pending a binding legal verdict at the end of the appeals process. That 
procedure could take more than one year, allowing the company time to lobby government officials and demonstrate the 
kind of improvements demanded by Transport for London, a local government agency that said last month it would 
suspend the company’s operations permit because of multiple shortcomings. 

– Shares in Whitbread closed 4.5% higher over the previous week to 4,028.60 pence following another phase of 
speculation that the hospitality business could face a break-up. The owner of Costa Coffee and Beefeater pubs has long 
been subject to speculation that its property portfolio could be sold and leased back while some of its older businesses in 
pubs could be offloaded to reinvest in the more profitable hotel arm. 

– Canada Pension Fund and other investors are reportedly making a bid for Australian coal assets owned by FTSE 100-
listed miner Rio Tinto. A deal could value the Hail Creek and Kestral coke sites at $2 billion. Numerous mining outfits 
may come in for the Australian sites, with Australia’s Whitehaven a possible candidate. 

Europe (ex. UK) 

– The Eurofirst 300 closed up just 7 points to end the week on 1,537.27 following another fraught week in European 
politics in which Catalan officials sought to press a case for independence from Spain and British negotiators were told 
insufficient progress had been made to move on to negotiations governing the future trading relationship between the UK 
and remaining EU members.  

– BASF said Friday it would pay $7 billion for the agricultural seeds arm of German chemical giant Bayer. The deal is the 
largest-ever acquisition by BASF as it seeks to respond to industry-wide consolidation of chemical and seed companies, 
led by the recently merged DowDuPont. Some analysts have raised concerns over the price BASF is paying for the 
Bayer seed business, which works out to around 15 times earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization. 
However, company executives are talking up a win-win: for Bayer the deal conveniently lessens risks of regulatory 
obstacles for its acquisition of Monsanto, and will also reduce the required capital increase to fund the acquisition. The 
impact on both companies’ share price was negligible, with Bayer rising 0.85% over the previous week to EUR118.15 
and BASF falling 1.66% to EUR88.5.  

– Italian toll road company Atlantia will increase an offer for Spanish counterpart Abertis to as much as EUR17.8 billion in 
the event of a rival bid. Reuters reported the news, citing three sources, which could complicate a plan by construction 
company ACS to make a bid for Abertis in the coming days. The existing bid for Abertis values the Spanish toll road 
company at EUR17 per share, but Reuters says Atlantia could go as high as EUR18.  

– German flag carrier Lufthansa said Thursday that it had acquired half of the fleet leased by low-cost carrier Air Berlin. 
Lufthansa will acquire 81 aircraft from the insolvent airline in addition to 3,000 staff. The majority of Air Berlin’s remaining 
39 aircraft are subject to negotiations with U.K. budget carrier EasyJet. Irish carrier Ryanair has led criticism in the media 
against Lufthansa’s swoop on the redundant Air Berlin aircraft, with Lufthansa countering that its market share in Europe 
remains well within competition limits. 

– Continental gas companies Linde and Praxair could be forced to divest assets yielding up to $3.7 billion sales as a 
condition of their all-share $80 billion merger. At issue is regulatory approval in 25 countries, which could hit obstacles on 
anti-trust grounds. Air Products and Air Liquide are the most likely firms to bid for the assets.  

Japan 

– Japan's Nikkei 225 Index closed the week on 21,155.18, a rise of 2.24% over the previous trading period. The increase 
brought the benchmark above 21,000 for the first time in more than two decades on the back of yen appreciation and 
bullish data on China’s external sector.  

– Kobe Steel confirmed Friday that nine subsidiaries had either forged quality control checks or failed to carry out the 
necessary tests at all. Kobe said that the total number of customers to which it shipped potentially sub-standard steel 
was 500, higher than its original estimate of 200. Kobe Steel chief executive Hiroya Kawasaki told reporters the company 
had yet to establish “how this could possibly happen at so many subsidiaries.” Four subsidiaries are registered in Japan, 
three in China and one in both Malaysia and Thailand. Kobe has pledged to complete an initial investigation on the 
shipments by the end of October and will review the legitimacy of standards checks going back a decade. Kobe Steel 
shares closed Friday at JPY805, a crash of 41% on the previous trading period. 

– The Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) said Friday it had authorized a bid by Tokyo Electric Power Company 
Holdings (Tepco) and Chubu Electric Power Co. to merge their power plants. The JERA Co. joint venture received a 
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green light from the commission in September to integrate the plants. The authorization from the monopoly commission 
will enable the joint venture of Japan’s largest and third-largest power producers to manage 68 gigawatts of capacity, 
around half of the installed generation capacity in Japan today.  

– Asahi Group Holdings said Thursday that it would consider offloading its 20% stake in Chinese beer company Tsing Tao 
to fund a pivot toward European markets. The Japanese brewer holds 270.1 million shares of Hong Kong-listed Tsing 
Tao, implying the stake is worth $1.1 billion. China is by some distance the world’s largest beer market by sales but it is 
also commensurately competitive, with European giants such as Carlsberg and Heineken engaging heavily.  

– Fast Retailing, the listed parent company of clothing brand Uniqlo, announced net profit of JPY119 billion in the financial 
year ending August, a more than 100% year-on-year increase. The company expects net profit to be little changed next 
year, up slightly to JPY120 billion as it opens more stores in the region. Revenue increased 4.2% to JPY1.86 trillion. 
Shares of the company increased 4.4% to JPY36,770. 

Asia-Pacific (ex. Japan) 

– Mainland China's Shanghai Composite Index increased 1.24% over the previous week to close at 3,390.952 after 
investors returned to work following a market closure for Golden Week.  

– Hong Kong's Hang Seng index was broadly flat, rising less than 0.1% to end the week at 28,476.43. Still, the Hong Kong 
index closed the week at a new 10-year high on the back of a 29.46% surge in the year to date. 

– Taiwan's Taiex index added on 1.82% to end the week at 10,532.81. The index advanced during a week in which 
Taiwan’s Fair Trade Commission issued a $775 million fine to chipmaker Qualcomm over antitrust violations. Some 
investors will be watching the 19th Chinese Communist Party Congress for President Xi Jinping’s comments on Beijing’s 
policy toward Taiwan.  

– South Korea's Kospi surged 3.31% over the previous week to close Friday at 2,473.62. However, concerns remain that 
North Korea could be readying a new missile test to counter a joint naval exercise run by Seoul and Washington, 
historically a source of keen irritation in Pyongyang. Local media reported missile launchers being transported in North 
Phyongan Province.  

– The Singapore Straits Times Index gained 0.85% last week to 3,319.11 at the close on Friday. Earlier in the day the city-
state’s central bank, the Monetary Authority of Singapore, voted not to increase the exchange rate from the current level 
of 1.36 to the U.S. dollar.  

Emerging Markets 

– Brazil's Bovespa ended the week up 1.23% to close at 76,989.79, hitting a new high on the back of low U.S. inflation 
numbers and strong external demand data coming out of China.  

– Mexico's IPC fell 0.64% on the previous week to 49,981.94. The peso fell last week after U.S. President Donald Trump 
floated new local content requirements for cars sold in the U.S. under the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA), which the Trump administration is attempting to renegotiate.  

– India's BSE 30 increased 1.94% over the week to end at 32,432.69. Government data last week showed industrial 
production hitting a nine-month high, pushing shares higher as India prepared to mark the Divali holiday on Oct. 19.   

– Russia's RSTI increased 1.88% to close at 1,155.12.  

Alternative Assets 

– Oil prices increased amid rising tensions in northern Iraq between Kurdish Peshmerga and Iraqi government troops. A 
build-up of troops by both sides has raised risks of supply disruption around Iraq’s oil-rich city of Kirkuk. November West 
Texas Intermediate crude ended the week at $51.45 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange. December Brent 
crude on London’s ICE Futures Exchange increased $57.17 a barrel.  

– December gold rose to $1,304.60, gaining $30 an ounce from the previous trading period as investors interpreted the 
latest Federal Reserve statement as a less-cautionary position on inflation, elevating slightly the possibility that a 
December rate rise could be postponed.  

Fixed Income 
US 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Treasuries decreased to 2.2800% from 2.3590%. 
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– Dallas Federal Reserve Bank President Robert Kaplan said Friday that he intends to keep an open mind ahead of 
upcoming Fed meetings on the timing of the next rate hike as conflicting forces in the economy continue to hold down 
inflation but that taking the next tightening step may be wise from a risk-management perspective. On the one hand, 
cyclical inflationary pressures are building as the labor market tightens. But those pressures are offset by structural shifts 
in technology-enabled disruption and globalization, Kaplan said. "I'm going to keep an open mind, but I'm watching these 
conflicting forces and I'm also watching business trends generally," Kaplan told reporters after giving a talk at a CFA 
Institute conference in Boston. 

– President Donald Trump's choice for the next Fed chair will send a signal to markets about how well fiscal and monetary 
policymakers will be able to coordinate, something that has far-reaching implications that go well beyond the potential 
path of U.S. interest rates and financial regulation, Duke University economist Francesco Bianchi told MNI in an 
exclusive interview. If they can coordinate their actions, they can keep both inflation and the nation's debt load in check. 
If not, a "vicious circle" where fiscal stimulus drives rising deficits and higher inflation while monetary tightening dampens 
growth could potentially trigger a recession, said Bianchi, who presented new research at the Boston Fed’s annual 
economic conference this past weekend. 

– The European Commission and U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) announced Friday they had 
agreed on a common approach on "certain derivative trading venues.” European Commission Vice President Valdis 
Dombrovskis and CFTC Chairman Christopher Giancarlo revealed the agreement in Washington, along with the EC's 
adoption of an equivalence decision on the U.S. framework for non-cleared over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives. 
"Together with a similar decision by the CFTC for the European Union framework, this will avoid a double regulatory 
burden for these transactions both in the EU and in the U.S.," Dombrovskis said 

– The value of business inventories rose 0.7% in August, as expected by analysts and predicted by an MNI calculation, 
matching a 0.7% gain in business sales, a U.S. Commerce Department report Friday showed. Retail inventories rose 
0.7%, unrevised from the advance estimate. Wholesale inventories rose 0.9% in the month, while factory inventories 
were up 0.4%. The Commerce Department had no comments about any impact from the recent hurricanes on the 
inventory data. 

– The value of U.S. retail sales rose 1.6% in September and were up 1.0% excluding motor vehicle sales following upward 
revisions in July and August, data released by the Commerce Department on Friday showed. 

– September motor vehicle sales posted a 3.6% gain in the month, bouncing off a 2.1% drop in the previous month. 
Excluding motor vehicles, gasoline, and building materials, "core" retail sales were up 0.4%. And for good measure, 
excluding food services as well as those three measures, retail sales were still up 0.4%. 

– Rents continue to hold at high levels given heightened demand this fall, but are leveling off in some cases as supply 
levels rise, according to residential leasing and property managers interviewed by Market News International. Rents are 
a sizable part of the monthly CPI report, accounting for nearly 8% of the total − more than the closely-watched energy 
component. A report by national apartment listing website ABODO found that the median rent for a one-bedroom 
apartment in October was $1,020, which was a new high for 2017. 

– U.S. monetary policy normalization "has been and should continue to be gradual," as long as the U.S. economy evolves 
roughly as expected, Federal Reserve Gov. Jay Powell said Thursday. The expectation of gradual policy normalization 
should reduce the likelihood of "outsized movements" in interest rates, Powell said. The Federal Open Market Committee 
projects to rise to 2.9% in 2020, close to its longer-run value and significantly below its pre-crisis levels. "Indeed, even if 
we add, say, a 50 basis point term premium to the expected long-run federal funds rate, this value would still leave long-
term U.S. interest rates well below their pre-GFC averages," he said in remarks prepared for the annual meeting of the 
Institute of International Finance in Washington. 

– Initial claims for U.S. state unemployment benefits fell by 15,000 to 243,000 in the Oct. 7 week, below the 252,000 level 
expected and very close to pre-hurricane levels, data released by the Labor Department on Thursday showed. Also 
released at the same time, final demand PPI rose 0.4% in September, as expected, but excluding food and energy prices 
were up 0.4%, above the 0.2% gain expected due to a 0.8% jump in trade services. Energy prices were up 3.4% in 
September, with a 10.9% jump in gasoline prices and a 12.1% rise in jet fuel prices being the key factors. Food prices 
were flat. 

UK 

– The yield on 10-year Gilts edged up slightly to 1.3670% from 1.3630% as Sterling dipped against the dollar on the back 
of renewed tensions in the government’s negotiations with the European Union.  

– Bank of England Governor Mark Carney reasserted the line agreed by the majority on the Monetary Policy Committee 
that an interest rate hike could be appropriate "in coming months." In an interview on CNBC Friday, Carney said that 
equilibrium interest rates were rising around the world, so staying put on policy would add stimulus. His comments will 
reinforce markets’ central expectation that the MPC will hike the Bank Rate at its November meeting. Carney said that 
since the Brexit referendum in June last year, the MPC has been "providing a lot of stimulus to the economy ... and we 
have been willing to tolerate inflation being over target." 
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– Brexit talks have stalled. This much was evident to even a casual observer, but comments Thursday from EU chief 
negotiator Michel Barnier that talks had reached a "state of deadlock" that he characterized as "disturbing" confirmed it. 
Following the end of a fifth round of talks between Barnier and Britain’s lead Brexit point man, Secretary of State David 
Davis, Barnier said that "Theresa May's speech in Florence gave a needed boost to these negotiations, but for now we 
have not taken any great steps forward." 

– Growth in UK service sector activity held steady in the third quarter compared with the second, a British Chambers of 
Commerce survey published Friday suggested. The headline service sector balances were unchanged, or barely 
changed, from those in the second quarter. A net 19% of service sector firms reported a rise in domestic sales in Q3, 
matching the Q2 outturn, and a net 15% reported a rise in orders, again equaling the Q2 result. 

– In the official data, service sector output rose by 0.4% on the quarter in Q2, with overall GDP growth soft by historic 
standards at 0.3%. The BCC data are consistent with a similar pace of growth in Q2. 

– Bank of England Chief Economist Andrew Haldane gave a speech on Rethinking Financial Stability at the Peterson 
Institute in Washington D.C. on Thursday, focusing on where financial regulation should head next. Haldane said 
research showed that financial regulation had brought about a more resilient financial sector in the wake of the global 
financial crisis, but it needed to be extended and refined rather than being rolled back. "History is replete with examples 
of regulatory standards being diluted or dismantled in the name of enhancing the dynamism of the financial system and 
the economy," and to do this again would be to ignore the lessons of history, he said. 

– The Central Bank of Ireland has raised its forecasts for GDP in both 2017 and 2018, showing the economy remains on a 
favorable growth path, the latest Quarterly Bulletin shows. According to the Q4 2017 Quarterly Bulletin, published 
Thursday, the Irish central bank says the pace of growth in the Irish economy continues to be robust, raising their GDP 
forecasts for 2017 and 2018 by 0.4 percentage point and 0.3 percentage point, respectively, to 4.9% and 3.9%. The 
upward revisions reflect "both weaker than expected import growth and an upward revision to forecast investment in 
intangible assets this year "according to the report.  

– Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors data showed a mild increase in UK house prices in the three months through 
September, with a net 6% of property surveyors reporting a rise. The survey found activity cooled in September, with a 
net 20% of respondents reporting a fall in would-be buyers, the sixth consecutive negative reading, and a net 15% 
recording a fall in agreed sales, the lowest sales reading since July 2016. 

– UK Chancellor Philip Hammond is aiming to delay public spending on preparations for a no-deal Brexit for as long as 
possible, which will keep it out of the upcoming Budget's arithmetic. Hammond said on Wednesday in front of the 
Treasury Select Committee that his article published earlier on Wednesday in The Times, which was portrayed as him 
refusing to sanction spending on a Brexit no deal, had been misunderstood. He said would not be allocating money in 
advance just to make a point. 

– The repercussions of Britain leaving the European Union could notably harm that country's economy, Bundesbank board 
member Andreas Dombret said Wednesday. "Brexit is definitely happening, and chances are it will be a hard one − by 
which I mean that there will be a complete exit rather than a partial one," Dombret said in a speech at New York 
University. He underlined that the kind of economic partnership still has to be determined. "If we do not find a solution, 
the EU and the UK will trade under rules set by the World Trade Organization − which is in nobody's interest, but could 
be particularly harmful to the UK economy." 

Europe (ex. UK) 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Bunds fell to 0.4090% from 0.4590%.  
– The European Central Bank rebuffed the idea that the current low interest rates lead or have led to higher debt levels in 

the currency bloc, ECB President Mario Draghi said Saturday at a press briefing in Washington. "We don't have any 
evidence that our low interest rates have caused a rise in debt," Draghi said. "I don't see any dramatic rise in debt," he 
added. "The low rates should be used to favor consolidation," Draghi said. "It is a positive situation, a good opportunity to 
undertake structural reforms and correct weaknesses we saw when the financial crisis hit the world.” 

– Greece "obviously" welcomes the International Monetary Fund saying they see no need for additional fiscal measures for 
the Athens government, Greek Finance Minister Euclid Tsakalotos told Market News. But, he added, their participation in 
the bailout process was not a necessity. Concerns have been raised about the difference between the IMF's forecast for 
Greece's primary surplus of 2.2% of GDP in 2018 -- less than EU institutions' prediction of 3.5%. New fiscal measures 
might be needed if the EU partners accept the IMF figure. 

– The European Central bank will have to discuss how to wind down their extraordinary measures in October given 
steadily increasing core inflation and against the background of higher wage pressure, in particular in Germany, 
Governing Council member Ewald Nowotny said Friday. "Core inflation is slowly but steadily rising and we also think that 
we see signs that wage developments are getting stronger," Nowotny said at a press briefing in Washington. "There 
have been reaction lags, but especially in Germany we see quite strong dynamics on the wage front." 

– Italy's public debt fell slightly in August, falling to EUR2.2792 trillion, while state revenues in the first eight months of this 
year were 3.2% higher than for the same period in 2016, the Bank of Italy said Friday. In their monthly statistical report, 
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the central bank acknowledged that for the first time in recent months, the country's elevated public debt is starting to fall, 
though still at a very slow pace, as the economy's recovery consolidates and the public finance adjustment path 
continues. Debt dropped by EUR21.3 billion in August, down from July's recent peak, when it reached over EUR2.3 
billion, said the BOI. Throughout this year, the debt curve has been steadily growing, but Italy could now be at a turning 
point. 

– In current market conditions it may make sense for the European Central Bank to lower the pace of its asset purchases 
but to extend the program for a relatively longer period, Governing Council member Jan Smets told Market News 
International in an exclusive interview. "I agree with this assessment in a context where market conditions have largely 
normalized," said Smets, who heads the Belgian central bank. "When there is more uncertainty, you would probably see 
more merits from a higher purchase pace. Given that we still need more confidence on inflation, I think a certain duration 
would be an interesting feature," he added. 

Japan 

– The yield on 10-year JGBs increased over the past week to 0.0640% from 0.0560% following additional liquidity from a 
strong bond auction Friday, where the bid-to-cover ratio increased to 3.64 from 2.82. 

– Japan's ruling coalition led by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is expected to win about 300 of the 465 seats in the Lower 
House election on Oct. 22, retaining their majority, according to the latest projections by newspapers based on their 
surveys published Thursday. The Yomiuri Shimbun said Abe's Liberal Democratic Party, which held 290 seats before the 
chamber was dissolved last month, is likely to secure well more than the 233 seats required for a majority. The Mainichi 
Shimbun said that the coalition between the LDP and its smaller partner Komeito, which had a combined 325 seats, is 
forecast to win more than 300 seats as the opposition camp remains fragmented due to disagreements over national 
security and other key issues. The LDP's seats will slip to 289 from 290 while Komeito's will fall to 30 from 35, the paper 
said. 

– The International Monetary Fund revised up its forecasts for Japanese economic growth in 2017 and 2018, but projected 
inflation will remain below the Bank of Japan's 2% target for years to come. The IMF now sees Japan real GDP rising 
1.5% this year, up from its previous 1.3% forecast in July, according to its World Economic Outlook published Tuesday. 
For 2018, the IMF expects Japanese growth of 0.7%, up slightly from July's projection of 0.6%. Japan's economy grew 
1.0% in 2016, just above its estimated growth potential. "In Japan, momentum is driven by the strengthening of global 
demand and policy actions to sustain a supportive fiscal stance, and is expected to continue in 2017, with growth 
forecast at 1.5%," the IMF said. 

– In a key report due later this month, the Bank of Japan will note that both excessive risk-taking in real estate and foreign 
bond investments -- as well as the risk that banks have become unwilling to lend because of low profit margins -- have 
not improved or worsened since April, when the BOJ warned about these side effects of its aggressive monetary easing, 
MNI understands. 

– In its twice-annual Financial System Report due out Oct. 23, the BOJ will also say that commercial banks have not 
become any more aggressive in their lending than they were six months ago, indicating it sees no risk of a financial 
bubble forming because banks are looking for higher returns from their investments amid zero interest rates. In the 
previous FSR released in April, the BOJ warned that given "the continued low interest rate environment, banks have 
adopted the most accommodative lending stance since the bubble period," referring to Japan's late 1980s economy, 
when asset prices surged amid relatively tame consumer prices. 

– The uncertainty created by Japan's snap election and the lingering North Korean nuclear arms threat are clouding 
consumer and business sentiment, Japanese government officials said Tuesday about the results of a key government 
survey. Confidence among retailers and in the tourism sector tend to slump ahead of national elections but comments 
made by those polled in the latest Economy Watchers Survey indicate concerns are greater this time than during the last 
Lower House elections three and five years ago, an examination of survey details by MNI revealed. Unlike in late 2012, 
when voters expected change for the better after the yen's appreciation had choked economic growth and political 
stalemate had hurt sentiment, there seems to be greater uncertainty over the domestic and global political outlook. 
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Source: Market News International 

The information is based on management forecasts and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to 
change. In preparing this document, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information 
available from public sources or which was provided to us by or on behalf of the potential investor or which was otherwise reviewed by us. No responsibility can 
be accepted for errors of fact or opinion.  
Past performance and any forecasts are not necessarily a guide to future or likely performance. You should remember that the value of investments can go 
down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of the overseas investments to rise or fall. 
The information contained in this document is provided for information purpose only and does not constitute any solicitation and offering of investment products.  
Potential investors should be aware that such investments involve market risk and should be regarded as long-term investments. 
Derivatives carry a high degree of risk and should only be considered by sophisticated investors. 
The investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable to all investors. The information contained in this document is provided for reference only and 
does not constitute any investment advice. Investors are advised to seek independent advice before making any investment decision. Past performance is not 
indicative of future performance. Investment involves risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Please read the relevant offering 
document carefully, in particular fund features and the risks involved in investing in the fund. 
Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited is regulated by the SFC. Non-Hong Kong residents are responsible for observing all applicable laws and 
regulations of their relevant jurisdictions before proceeding to access the information contained herein. The document has not been reviewed by the SFC and 
may contain information of non-SFC authorized funds. Issued by Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited. 
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